You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for PIONEER DEH-2250UB.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the PIONEER DEH-2250UB in the user manual (information, specifications, safety
advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@@@@@Do not allow this unit to come into contact with liquids. electrical shock could result. @@ ! "CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT" This product
contains a laser diode of higher class than 1. To ensure continued safety, do not remove any covers or attempt to gain access to the inside of the product.
Always keep the volume low enough to hear outside sounds. If the battery is disconnected or discharged, any preset memory will be erased. Should this unit
fail to operate properly, please contact your dealer or nearest authorized PIONEER Service Station. Operating this unit Head unit Press and hold to recall
the initial setting menu when the sources are off. Use an optional Pioneer USB cable (CD-U50E) to connect the USB audio player/USB memory to the USB
port. Since the USB audio player/USB memory is projected forward from the unit, it is dangerous to connect directly.
It flashes when a song/album related to the song currently playing is selected from iPod. Track or folder repeat is on. random play is on. Shuffle function is on
while the iPod source is being selected. the sound retriever function is on.
Removing the front panel to protect your unit from theft 1 Press the detach button to release the front panel. 2 Grab the front panel and remove. 3 Put the
front panel into the provided protective case for safe keeping. Re-attaching the front panel 1 Slide the front panel to the left until it clicks. Front panel and the
head unit are connected on the left side.
Make sure that the front panel has been properly connected to the head unit. 2 Press the right side of the front panel until it is firmly seated. If you can't attach
the front panel to the head unit successfully, try again. However, forcing the front panel into place may result in damage. Turning the unit on 1 Press
SRC/OFF to turn the unit on. Turning the unit off 1 Press SRC/OFF and hold until the unit turns off. Handle gently when removing or attaching the front
panel. Keep the front panel out of direct sunlight and high temperatures. ! Remove any cables and devices attached to this unit before detaching the front
panel to avoid damage to the device or vehicle interior. When this unit's blue/white lead is connected to the vehicle's auto-antenna relay control terminal, the
vehicle's antenna extends when this unit's source is turned on.
Operating this unit Use and care of the remote control Using the remote control 1 Point the remote control in the direction of the front panel to operate. When
using for the first time, pull out the film protruding from the tray. Replacing the battery 1 Slide the tray out on the back of the remote control. Do not let the
remote control fall onto the floor, where it may become jammed under the brake or accelerator pedal. Keep the battery out of the reach of children. Batteries
(battery pack or batteries installed) must not be exposed to excessive heat such as sunshine, fire or the like. Remove the battery if the remote control is not
used for a month or longer. Do not handle the battery with metallic tools. ! Do not store the battery with metallic objects. ! If the battery leaks, wipe the
remote control completely clean and install a new battery.
! When disposing of used batteries, comply with governmental regulations or environmental public institutions' rules that apply in your country/area.
Important If you are using this unit in North, Central or South America, reset the AM tuning step (refer to AM STEP (AM tuning step) on page 11). While
pressing and holding c or d, you can skip stations. Seek tuning starts as soon as you release c or d. LOCAL (local seek tuning) Local seek tuning lets you tune
in only those radio stations with sufficiently strong signals for good reception.
FM: OFF--LEVEL 1--LEVEL 2--LEVEL 3--LEVEL 4 AM: OFF--LEVEL 1--LEVEL 2 Larger setting number is higher level. The highest level setting allows
reception of only the strongest stations, while lower settings let you receive progressively weaker stations. You can easily store up to six stations for each
band as presets. % When you find a station that you want to store in memory, press one of the preset tuning buttons (1 to 6) and hold until the preset number
stops flashing. stored radio station frequency can be recalled by pressing the preset tuning button.
# You can also recall stored radio stations by pressing a or b during the frequency display. @@Playing a CD/CD-R/CD-RW 1 Insert the disc, label side up,
into the disc loading slot. Playing songs on a USB storage device 1 Open the USB connector cover and plug in the USB storage device using a USB cable.
Stop playing a USB storage device 1 You may disconnect the USB storage device at anytime. @@BSM (best stations memory) BSM (best stations memory)
automatically stores the six strongest stations in the order of their signal strength. When playing back VBR (variable bit rate)-recorded MP3 files, VBR is
displayed instead of bit rate value. When playing compressed audio, there is no sound during fast forward or reverse. ! USB portable audio players that can
be charged via USB will be recharged when plugged in and the ignition switch is set to ACC or ON. ! Disconnect USB storage device from unit when not in
use. ! If plug and play is on and a USB storage device is present, depending on the type of device, the source may switch to USB automatically when you turn
on the engine.
Selecting and playing files/ tracks from the name list Playing 1 When a file or track is selected, press M. Playing a song in the selected folder 1 When a folder
is selected, press and hold M. CD TEXT discs: Play time--disc title--disc artist name--track title--track artist name WMA/MP3: Play time--folder name--file
name --track title--artist name--album title--comment--bit rate--folder and track numbers WAV: Play time--folder name--file name--sampling
frequency--folder and track numbers Scrolling the text information to the left 1 Press and hold DISP/ /SCRL. Selecting a repeat play range 1 Press 6/ to cycle
between the following: CD/CD-R/CD-RW ! ALL Repeat all files Playing tracks in random order 1 Press 5/ to turn random play on or off. Tracks in a selected
repeat range are played in random order. Incompatible text stored with the audio file may not be displayed or may be displayed incorrectly. ! Depending on
the version of iTunes used to write MP3 files onto a disc, comment information may be incorrectly displayed. ! When playing back VBR (variable bit
rate)-recorded WMA files, the average bit rate value is displayed. Playing songs on iPod 1 Open the USB connector cover and plug in an iPod using the iPod
Dock Connector to USB Cable. @@To turn random play on or off.
For details, refer to Enhancing compressed audio and restoring rich sound (sound retriever) on this page. While the iPod is connected to this unit, the iPod
cannot be turned on or off unless the control mode is set to IPOD. ! Disconnect headphones from the iPod before connecting to this unit. ! The iPod will turn
off about two minutes after the ignition switch is set to OFF.
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Play time--song title--artist name--album title --number of songs Scrolling the text information to the left 1 Press and hold DISP/ /SCRL.
Note Incompatible text saved on the iPod will not be displayed by the unit. Note @@Playing songs related to the currently playing song You can play songs
from the following lists. Song list of currently playing album ! ALBUM Plays a song of currently playing album. The selected song/album will be played after
the currently playing song. The selected song/album may be cancelled if you operate functions other than link search (e.
Depending on the song selected to play, the end of the currently playing song and the beginning of the selected song/album may be cut off. Operating this
unit's iPod function from your iPod This function is not compatible with the following iPod models. IPod 5th generation This unit's iPod function allows you
to conduct operations from your iPod and listen to it using your car's speakers. IPOD This unit's iPod function can be operated from the connected iPod. !
AUDIO This unit's iPod function can be operated from this unit. @@@@@@@@ oNE Repeat the current song ! @@@@However the repeat range is
different from CD/ USB storage device. @@@@@@@@ rTRV (sound retriever) functions are available. -- Browse function cannot be operated from this
unit. ALBUMS Play back songs from a randomly selected album in order. @@@@@@@@@@FASTER Playback faster than normal speed ! nORMAL
Playback in normal speed ! SLOWER Playback slower than normal speed 3 Press M.
When FLAT is selected no adjustments are made to the sound. @@ ! Settings are based on the FM volume level, which remains unchanged. @@ ! @@1
Press SRC/OFF and hold until the unit turns off. @@@@Tune in the stations with manual tuning or use seek tuning again. ! The tuning step remains at 50
kHz during manual tuning. @@@@AUX (auxiliary input) Activate this setting when using auxiliary device connected to this unit. When selecting FM as the
source, you cannot switch to SLA. ! @@USB (plug and play) This setting allows you to switch your source to USB/ IPOD automatically. To turn the plug and
play on or off. oN When USB storage device/iPod is connected , the source is automatically switched to USB/IPOD.
If you disconnect your USB storage device/iPod, this unit's source is turned off. Note @@Note AUX cannot be selected unless the auxiliary setting is turned
on. Turning the clock display on or off % Press CLOCK to turn the clock display on or off. Note The clock display disappears temporarily when you perform
other operations, but the clock display appears again after 25 seconds. Wrap adhesive tape arn back to the CD player.
Format There is sometimes a delay between the start of playback and when you start to hear any sound Wait until the message disappears and you hear
sound. Select the repeat The repeat play Depending on play range again. Range changes the repeat play unexpectedly. Range, the selected range may change
when selecting another folder or track, or when fast forwarding/reversing. a subfolder is not played back.
Subfolders cannot be played when FOLDER (folder repeat) is selected. Select another repeat play range. Does not contain any playable files The inserted
disc Replace disc. contains DRM protected WMA files Replace disc. All the files on the inserted disc are embedded with DRM NO XXXX ap- No text
information embedded pears when a display is changed (e. You are using a device, such as a cell phone, that transmits electromagnetic waves near the unit.
Move electrical devices that may be causing the interference away from the unit. Message NO DEVICE Cause When plug and play is off, no USB storage
device is connected. There is sometimes a delay between the start of playback and when you start to hear any sound No songs Action ! Turn the plug and play
on. Wait until the message disappears and you hear sound.
When you contact your dealer or your nearest Pioneer Service Center, be sure to note the error message. The connected USB storage device contains WMA
files embedded with Windows Mediaä DRM 9/10 All the files in the USB storage device are embedded with Windows Media DRM 9/10 The USB storage
device connected to is not supported by this unit. Play an audio file not embedded with Windows Media DRM 9/10. USB storage device is not formatted with
FAT16 or FAT32 USB storage device should be formatted with FAT16 or FAT32. Transfer audio files not embedded with Windows Media DRM 9/10 to the
USB storage device and connect. connect a USB Mass Storage Class compliant device. Check that the USB connector or USB cable is not caught in
something or damaged. disconnect the USB storage device and do not use it. Turn the ignition switch to OFF, then to ACC or ON and then connect only
compliant USB storage devices. Disconnect your device and replace it with a compatible USB storage device.
Then, return to the USB source. Message NO DEVICE Cause When plug and play is off, no USB storage device or iPod is connected. There is sometimes a
delay between the start of playback and when you start to hear any sound Communication failure Action ! Turn the plug and play on. Wait until the message
disappears and you hear sound. After checking, turn the ignition switch OFF and back ON or disconnect the iPod and reconnect.
Playback of discs may not be possible because of disc characteristics, disc format, recorded application, playback environment, storage conditions, and so on.
Road shocks may interrupt disc playback. Use only discs featuring either of following two logos. Read the precautions for discs before using them. Address
any questions you have about your USB storage device to the manufacturer of the device.
connections via a USB hub are not supported. Do not connect anything other than a USB storage device. Do not leave the USB storage device in any place
with high temperatures. Do not let the USB storage device fall onto the floor, where it may become jammed under the brake or accelerator pedal. Depending
on the USB storage device, the following problems may occur. This unit may not recognize the storage device. ! The file may not be played back properly. !
The device may generate noise in the radio. Do not insert anything other than a CD into the CD loading slot. Do not use cracked, chipped, warped, or
otherwise damaged discs as they may damage the player.
Store discs in their cases when not in use. avoid leaving discs in excessively hot environments including under direct sunlight. Do not attach labels, write on
or apply chemicals to the surface of the discs. To clean a CD, wipe the disc with a soft cloth outward from the center. condensation may temporarily impair
the player's performance. Leave it to adjust to the warmer temperature for about one hour. Also, wipe any damp discs with a soft cloth. Do not leave the iPod
in any place with high temperatures. To ensure proper operation, connect the dock connector cable from the iPod directly to this unit.
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firmly secure the iPod when driving.
Do not let the iPod fall onto the floor, where it may become jammed under the brake or accelerator pedal. We recommend that you set the iPod Equalizer to
off, before connecting to this unit. ! You cannot set Repeat to off on the iPod when using this unit. Repeat is automatically changed to All when connecting the
iPod to this unit. Since the CD side of DualDiscs is not physically compatible with the general CD standard, it may not be possible to play the CD side with
this unit.
frequent loading and ejecting of a DualDisc may result in scratches on the disc. Serious scratches can lead to playback problems on this unit. In some cases, a
DualDisc may become stuck in the disc loading slot and will not eject. To prevent this, we recommend you refrain from using DualDisc with this unit. Please
refer to the information from the disc manufacturer for more detailed information about DualDiscs.
@@@@@@@@File system: ISO 9660 Level 1 and 2, Romeo, Joliet Multi-session playback: Yes Packet write data transfer: No Regardless of the length of
blank section between the songs of the original recording, compressed audio discs play with a short pause between songs. @@Partitioned USB storage
device: Only the first partition can be played. There may be a slight delay when starting playback of audio files on a USB storage device with numerous folder
hierarchies. The user cannot assign folder numbers and specify playback sequences with this unit. Pioneer accepts no responsibility for data lost on the USB
storage device even if that data is lost while using this unit. This unit supports only the following iPod models. supported iPod software versions are shown
below. Older versions may not be supported. 1) Depending on the generation or version of the iPod, some functions can not be operated. Disc Folder
selection sequence or other operation may differ depending on the encoding or writing software.
2 Put those files into a folder. However, depending on the system environment, you cannot specify the playback sequence. For USB portable audio players,
the sequence is different and depends on the player. Pioneer accepts no responsibility for data lost on the iPod even if that data is lost while using this unit.
MP3 Supply of this product only conveys a license for private, non-commercial use and does not convey a license nor imply any right to use this product in
any commercial (i. e. Revenuegenerating) real time broadcasting (terrestrial, satellite, cable and/or any other media), broadcasting/streaming via internet,
intranets and/ or other networks or in other electronic content distribution systems, such as pay-audio or audio-on-demand applications. Apple is not
responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Windows Media and the Windows logo are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. This product includes technology owned by Microsoft
Corporation and cannot be used or distributed without a license from Microsoft Licensing, Inc.
"Works with iPhone" means that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPhone and has been certified by the developer to meet
Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. 22 W × 4 (50
Hz to 15 000 Hz, 5 % THD, 4 W load, both channels driven) Load impedance . Note Specifications and the design are subject to modifications without notice.
.
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